Peel-Harvey Catchment Council
MINUTES OF MEETING
Held on Thursday 18 April 2013, commencing at 9.05am
at the Marine Operations Centre, 107 Breakwater Parade, Mandurah Marina
__________________________________________________________________________________
The Chairman opened the meeting at 9.05am.
1.

Attendance
Present:

Nuray Veryeri
Craig Olejnik

Chairman
Deputy Chairman [from 12.35pm]
Treasurer [from 9.10am]
Executive Committee [DoW]
Member
Member
Member
Member – Local Government Coastal [until
12.05pm]
Member [until 12.05pm]
DEC

In Attendance:

Jane O’Malley
Kim Wilson
Thelma Crook
Juan Luis Montoya
Colleen Archibald
Paddy Strano
Patricia Sutton
Kristy Gregory
Francis Smit

PHCC - Executive Officer
Program Manager
Project Officer [from 10.35am]
PHCC - FNS Project Manager
Waroona Landcare Centre [from11.25am]
PHCC - Stormwater Strategy Officer
PHCC – Minute Taker [until 1.25pm]
Landcare SJ
Executive Officer Landcare SJ

Guests:

Dr Fiona Valesini
Tom Lerner

Snr Research Fellow Centre for Fish, Fisheries and
Aquatic Ecosystems Research, Murdoch University
Senior Environmental Planner, Shire of Murray

Apologies:

Dr Peter Hick
Jim McNamara
David Arkwright
Leon Brouwer
Scott Haine
Rob Summers
Dale Miles
Christine Comer
Jane Townsend

Secretary
Member [Leave of Absence]
Peel Development Commission
DoW
Department of Planning (Peel)
DAFWA
Greening Australia
Lake Clifton Recovery Coordinator
Rivercare Officer (HRRT)

Absent:

Maxine Whitely
Cr Dennis Veitch

Member
Member – Local Government Inland
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Jan Star
Andy Gulliver
Marilyn Gray
Bob Pond
Don Glenister
Shane Kelliher
Denyse Needham
Cr Richard Smith
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1.1

Leave of Absence – request from Jim McNamara
Moved: Bob Pond

Seconded: Denyse Needham

That Leave of Absence be granted for Jim McNamara until further notice.
CARRIED

2.

Declarations of Interest
No declarations of interest.

3.

Confirmation of Minutes of Meeting held on 21 February 2013
3.1

Confirmation of Minutes of Meeting held on 21 February 2013.
Moved: Don Glenister

Seconded: Nuray Veryeri

That the Minutes of the meeting held on 21 February 2013 be confirmed as a true and
correct record of the meeting.
CARRIED
[Marilyn Gray arrived at 9.10am]

4.

Business arising from previous Minutes

Summary of Actions arising from previous meetings:
No.

Details

Resp.

Complete

1. Chairman’s
1
Report [Item 7, 16 August 2012]. There was a need to Jane
focus on successes, such as frogs returning to Lake Mealup. Progress O’Malley
towards getting a link of frog sounds onto website.
Jane has found software and will continue to explore (18/10/12).

In progress

2. Letter
2
from Shire of Harvey. Referral – application for planning Jane
.consent, establishment of horticulture – Lot 2 (No 288) Bagieau Rd. O’Malley
[Item 5.1, April 2012]
Refer the matter to the Executive for next steps in the preparation of a
PHCC position statement in respect to horticulture in the catchment.

Remove

18.4.13 - This is an ongoing issue with concerns raised regarding water
issues. Preliminary guidance is required from Executive. Remove item
from Actions List.
3. Chair’s
4
Report [Item 7, 20 September 2012] Oil Mallee.
Maxine
.
Maxine
to forward information on Oil Mallee initiative to Jan for Whitely
distribution. Further liaison required with SWCC about future of oil
mallees already planted and their role in the CFI. Maxine to report.
18.4.13 - There is a role for DAFWA but their funding has been cut.
Leave on Actions List.
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4. Agency and Officer Reports [Item 11.5, 18 October 2012]
Christine
Christine to investigate opening a Flickr photo sharing account for Lake Comer
Clifton photos.
A link to Photopost photos has been created on our website Home Page.

Remove

18.4.2013 – Christine Comer has attempted to progress. Remove from
Action List
5. Agency
2
and Officer Reports [Item 11.1, 20 December 2012]. Find out Bob Pond
.details of the DoW groundwater assessment program being delivered by
Carey Johnston and see if it is relevant for a future presentation to the
PHCC.
Bob to arrange presentation on the DoW groundwater assessment
program.
18.4.13 – Bob to arrange Presentation on Groundwater Assessment
Program

3.

6. Agency and Officer Reports [Item 11.3, 20 December 2012]. DEC to Craig Olejnik
provide presentation in 2013 on results of fauna surveys, showing
species such as Honey Possums.
18 April 2013 - DEC to provide presentation at the meeting scheduled
for Thursday 20 June.

Pending

7. Treasurer’s Report [Item 5.1, 21 February 2013].
Jane to send a letter to SWCC to demonstrate the framework for funding
is inadequate to meet the real costs of delivering projects, with Oakley
Brook as an example.
Letter has been sent – refer correspondence out – item 0018_2013_1704

Jane
O’Malley

Complete

8. Executive Officer’s Report [Item 8.5, 21 February 2013]. That a letter Jane
of thanks for the financial contribution be sent to the City of Mandurah.
O’Malley
Letter has been sent – refer correspondence out – item 0017_2013_1704

Complete

Treasurer’s Report
3.1

March 2013 Financials presented
Marilyn presented the March 2013 Financials and explained that there had been a lot of
movement in current earnings due to several journal entries related to project overheads,
funding (including the City of Mandurah contribution) and salaries.
Moved: Richard Smith

Seconded: Denyse Needham

That the March 2013 Financial reports be ratified.
CARRIED
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3.2

Finance and Audit Committee Meeting Minutes
The Treasurer presented the Finance and Audit Committee Minutes. Members were happy
to endorse those minutes.
Moved: Richard Smith

Seconded: Denyse Needham

That the Finance and Audit Committee Meeting Notes of Meeting of 22 March 2013 be
ratified.
CARRIED

6.

Correspondence
The Correspondence List for February 2013 – April 2013 was circulated.
6.1

Items for Comment - Correspondence In
Of interest was the submission on the Strategic Assessment of the Perth and Peel Region
prepared by Ironbark Environmental on behalf of the City of Mandurah. The submission
put in place a prompt on how early submissions will be dealt with.
ACTION:

6.2

Jane to write to the City of Mandurah, congratulating them on their
proactive approach in preparing the submission on the Strategic
Assessment of the Perth and Peel Region and advise it was well
received by the PHCC.

Items for Comment – Correspondence Out
No actions.

6.3

Periodicals
Item 3.9

It was noted that the WA Coastal Awards were now open. This prompted
discussion around the UNEP (United Nations Environmental Program)
nominations were currently open. Jan asked that staff look to submitting
nominations in relevant categories for the Banksia Awards (nominations
close 26 July).

ACTION:

Jane to look at submitting nominations in relevant categories for the
2013 Banksia Awards (closing 26 July).

Moved: Don Glenister

Seconded: Marilyn Gray

That Correspondence In and Correspondence Out be accepted.
CARRIED
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7.

Chairman’s Report
Jan Star presented her report:
The two big ongoing issues are the Strategic Assessment of the Perth and Peel Region and the new
Liberal government commitment to a coordinating body for the Estuary. We have also been putting
in CfoC applications and submissions while finalising the WQIP sub-catchment plans for
publication, and submitting the Review of the WQIP, as well as overseeing the final touches to the
new accommodation. So Jane and her staff have been a little busy.
The Strategic Assessment has looked at the Conservation Outcomes for EPBC listed Threatened
Flora and TECs and for the Peel-Yalgorup Ramsar Wetlands. We made a submission on the last one
– which is on our website. This last meeting we were invited to comment on the Conservation
Outcomes for Carnaby’s Cockatoos and also on the Impact Assessment Methodology. DPC are also
keen to get Stakeholder submissions early rather than late. The one by the City of Mandurah, which
was distributed last meeting, was seen as a good model. While the PHCC will hopefully be able to
do one, individuals are also encouraged. A consultant is to be engaged to do the paper on Matters of
National Environmental Significance (MNES) which will then go out for comment. Not surprisingly
the timelines for the whole project have been extended, at least until October.
As you probably know there was an election commitment from Kim Hames, following lobbying by us
and the PDC, to establish a Peel-Harvey Estuary Management Committee (PHEMC). They also
committed to recognising and supporting the case for establishing an independent region; to provide
$400,000 for science effort and to report to the Minister for Regional Development. To further this
we have already presented a proposition to Dr Hames for best management of the $400,000,
enabling us to have a Science co-ordinator /communicator, and we have started discussions with the
PDC. The proposal is tabled.
Our Executive Officer will cover the other points but I will mention that I was very impressed by the
series of talks run by Christine as part of the Lake Clifton project, although I only managed to get to
one of them. I was also invited to the National NRM Chairs’ Conference (in Mandurah) which was
interesting and some other members attended the reception and/or dinner. I was interested to see
that they are working, with the Wentworth Group, on Environmental Accounting and have tabled a
short paper.
I also was invited to a Conference on Climate Change and Forests run by Professor Richard
Harper. While we made another submission to the Metro Local Government Review it was in the
form of an online survey which didn’t really enable consultation. I have tabled our responses, which
accord with our previous position, so I trust are acceptable.
ACTION:

Pat to upload the PHCC submissions on the Strategic Assessment of the Perth
and Peel Region on website.

Members discussed the proposed Senior Scientist position, including the following points:
 May not need to be a scientist, but someone who understands the scope and gaps in the science,
and who can communicate it well.
 How funding for the position could be secured, and what has already been committed.
 The merits of the position enabling the production of an annual report card.
Moved: Denyse Needham

Seconded: Bob Pond

That the Chairman’s Report be accepted.
CARRIED
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8.

Executive Officer’s Report
8.1

Funding Applications – Australian Government
Jane provided a presentation detailing the expressions of interest and full applications
submitted to the Australian Government, as summarised below. It is expected that
successful EOI’s will be advised and invited to make full applications in mid May.
Jane thanked all staff for their efforts in getting the EOI’s and full applications prepared.
CfoC

$1,995,000

Implementing Water Quality Improvement to protect the PeelYalgorup Ramsar Site

CfoC

$1,997,930

Peel-Yalgorup Ramsar Site: Protecting Ecological Character &
Threatened Species

Bio.

$3,569,552

Peel-Harvey Rivers to Ramsar: Connecting River Corridors for
Landscape Resilience

CfoC

$49,000

Building Community Capacity for Sustainable Ag Practices –
Healthy Waterways

CfoC

$623,000

Better stormwater quality management through capacity building
and retrofitting

ACTION:

8.2

Jane to write to Don Randall asking for his support for the PHCC
applications for funding under the Caring for Our Country and Clean
Energy Fund (Biodiversity) funding.

Accommodation – 58 Sutton Street
Construction is almost complete and it is hoped that we will be in a position to commence
operations from 58 Sutton Street within the next few weeks. The 5 + 5 year lease
officially commences from 20 May 2013. Landscaping will be the next stage.

8.3

Peel Regional Leaders Forum
An Executive Officer has been appointed and the group are reviewing the Peel Priorities
(for investment). Jane is pursuing to have the priorities, as adopted by the PHCC retained
as high priorities through this process.
Moved: Nuray Veryeri

Seconded: Don Glenister

That the Executive Officer’s Report be accepted.
CARRIED
Marilyn requested to officially record on behalf of the Executive, the officers’ and Bob and
Craig’s efforts in putting the applications together.
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9.

Monthly Meeting Inventory
Members noted the monthly meeting inventory for February 2013 – April 2013.

The meeting broke for morning tea at 10.30 and resumed at 10.50am.

10.

Guest Speaker – Mr Tom Lerner, Senior Environmental Planner Shire of Murray on the Shire
of Murray’s draft Biodiversity Strategy
Tom Lerner provided a presentation on the Shire of Murray Local Biodiversity Strategy which is
currently out for public consultation. The aim of the Strategy is to identify natural areas within the
Shire for retention and/or protection and establish targets and mechanisms to retain and/or protect
these areas. It was noted that a case currently being heard at the State Appeals Tribunal, which may
uphold the protection of a significant natural area, based on that local governments endorsed
Biodiversity Strategy. The importance of linking a Biodiversity Strategy to a head of power (e.g.
Town Planning Scheme) was noted.
The following points were noted and discussed:







The protection of wetlands and ecological communities around the North Dandalup area.
Policy dictates that revegetation be provided along drainage routes.
15% revegetation a requirement of developers.
Hydrology is a top concern at Shire of Murray.
Provision for community input.
Clearing history in the Shire of Murray.

Tom thanked PHCC members Jane O’Malley, Bob Pond and Craig Olejnik who were on the
Biodiversity working group. Other members include DoP, UDIA, Perth Biodiversity Project.

11.

Guest Speaker – Dr Fiona Valesini (Murdoch University) – Research and Gaps in the PeelHarvey
Dr Valesini provided a Powerpoint presentation giving an overview of research and research gaps in
the Peel-Harvey. She discussed the following points:
1.
2.
3.

4.

Estuarine Hydrology & Sediment biochemistry
Key Plants
Key animals: benthic inverts (critical part of the food chain – good indicators of
environmental health). Pre-Cut and post-Cut – declines in density, diversity and richness;
marked declines in sensitive taxa and increases in opportunistic taxa. No dedicated
monitoring scheme for these animals.
Key animals – fish and crabs. Strong increase in blowfish from 1980s to 2000s. Increase in
those fish associated with weed. Currently looking at western striped trumpeter and black
bream in rivers. No other work done for the PH Estuary. Crabs – no ongoing monitoring
regime. Work on prawns in late 1980s, nothing since then.
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5.

6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
11.
12.
13.

Key animals – dolphins. No studies done until last year – the very first research study.
Focused in Port Mandurah / Mandurah channel area. There is little actual formal research
on bird groups. Would be great to see that information in a research basis.
Habitat-biota interactions. Late 2000s did research on relationships established.
Ecological interactions (food webs). Virtually no dietary data for any other animal (apart
from crabs and 1-2 fish species) in the Peel-Harvey Estuary.
Human usage patterns. Relatively little information on how people use the estuary on a
daily basis.
Ecosystem-scale projects. Catchment to coast pathways. Abiotic-biotic links across the
ecosystem. Ecological connectivity between estuary and adjoining environments.
Ecosystem health assessment and reporting. Ecosystem-scale predictive models.
Ecosystem services.
Summary of major knowledge gaps.
Proposed research directions. Needed to tie existing science together and systematically
expose key knowledge gaps + 3 other points.
Murdoch and UWA proposed research project with various partner agencies. Two
components.
Research-adaptive management linkages. Key points: 1 Adaptive management of what? 2.
If we can’t (or don’t) measure it we can’t manage it. 3. Research best links to adaptive
management if it tells you where you are in the context of where you want to go and how
to get there.

Fiona said this was an overview of her role and she would welcome a close relationship with a
PHCC Senior Scientist.

The meeting broke for lunch at 12:05pm and resumed at 12:35pm

12.

Presentation of WQIP Implementation 2008-2011 Review
Jane provided a presentation outlining the Peel-Harvey WQIP Implementation Review 2008-2011,
prepared by the PHCC. The major finding of the review is that:
“… this review shows that the Peel-Harvey WQIP is a long way from full implementation,
with many barriers and issues for each management measure still remaining.
The WQIP is a plan, with a broad target of a reduction of 75 tonne of P load entering the
PeelHarvey Estuary, but no practical means to measure this target. Moreover the plan lacks
specific milestones or key performance indicators to which implementation can be measured,
and overlooks a number of water quality concerns including nitrogen and sediments. The
lack of costing, even as an estimative guide, has left the plan with no benchmark to assess if the
level of resourcing and commitment has been sufficient to make a measurable improvement
in water quality in the Peel-Harvey.
There is no defined prioritisation, or timeframe within which the full implementation of all WQIP
Recommendations will occur. The scale of monitoring required to effectively apply the
“Adaptive Management Strategy” identified in the WQIP is not defined. Further, or perhaps due to
the above, only a limited amount of implementation has taken place. It can be argued the
implementation approach has been fractured, relying on the interest of the more powerful
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players and the priorities of funding bodies rather than the most pressing needs of the PeelHarvey catchment being identified and resourced by a sound governance approach.
The review has also identified a disconnect between planning decisions and subsequent
environmental consequences and on-going management requirements as a major barrier for
implementation, that partly explains the little progress made to date in including WQIP
targets and recommendations as part of the statutory planning framework and the absence of
a Catchment Management Plan.”
To overcome these barriers and issues 40 recommendations are provided, with five of them being
critical core enablers (CE), that are essential if the WQIP is to be implemented at the scale
required for water quality targets to be achieved.
E1-IOR1 State Government lead a shift in Governance that secures the adequate level of
resourcing and influence to a lead agency or a consortium/partnership to be responsible for the
whole WQIP strategy implementation. This lead agency or consortium will also ensure
monitoring and evaluation is carried out so progress on the implementation can be assessed.
CE2-FM1 State Government commit to a long term, effective rural fertiliser management
program to reduce nutrient loss from agricultural activities, through a regulatory and/or incentive
scheme.
CE3-SA1 Government establish a clear policy and approvals framework for the use of soil
amendment products to improve water quality in the Peel Harvey.
CE4-UGP1 State Government (WAPC) ensure that WQIP water quality targets are
incorporated into all levels of land use decision making.
CE5-UGP2 State Government (WAPC) integrate WQIP recommendations into the landuse
planning process, including the preparation of a Catchment Management Plan endorsed by
the Western Australia Planning Commission and the Environmental Protection Authority.
The full review can be viewed on the PHCC website. Copies have been provided to the OEPA and
Department of Premier and Cabinet for their consideration in the Strategic Assessment.
13.

Agency and Officer Reports
13.1

Bob Pond – Department of Water
 ‘Zitty’ recently retired.
 The water allocation section has received clearance for a Level 5 to join the crew
which will boost the section.
 A proposal put forward to do away with nutrient monitoring in the estuary.
 Potential for DoW to amalgamate with DEC.

13.2

Craig Olejnik – DEC
 From July Craig’s his role will be with Department of Parks and Wildlife. The
regulatory side of DEC will split and remain DEC, to be merged with DoW. From
1 January the new department will be in place and the name DEC will cease to be as
an agency.
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Keiran McNamara, the Director General, passed away since the last meeting. His
passing is a big loss as he provided strong leadership to the Department. Jim Sharp is
acting in that role.
Martins Tank (Yalgorup) camp ground is being upgraded. Will reopen mid-July.
QR codes on signs are being trialled and will link to YouTube on western ringtails.
Now coming into the prescribed burning season.
There is a new threat – myrtle rust – DAFWA is very concerned with the potential
impact on WA biodiversity. Workshops will be held on 20-24 May in Perth, Bunbury
and Albany to give training to those in the field. Myrtle rust is likely to arrive via
airports.
ACTION: Craig to forward the link to the website for more information on
myrtle rust.





13.3

Francis Smit - Landcare SJ







13.4

Penguin Island baiting – there is no indication of rats in the last two weeks and 20
tracker tunnels and camera tracks haven’t seen any evidence. Quietly confident they
have achieved the eradication targeted.
Had an engineer from Dave Wills Engineering to prepare a scoping document for the
secondary weir at Mealup. Have $50,000 from SWCC. Heidi is starting on that
project. Dave Wills has been valuable.

Grant applications have been submitted for cockatoo nest boxes (for the
northern wheatbelt) and equipment for the Landcare Centre.
Current projects include:
o Planning for our revegetation sites for the 2013 season.
o Removal of lantana at a site on the Serpentine River.
o Spraying and dieback treatment in Brickwood Reserve.
o Arum lily and blackberry removal to commence on the Serpentine River.
SJ LCDC is running bi-monthly info sessions this year – includes PhD research
“can plants hear?”
New website for the cockatoo nest boxes www.blackcockatoos.org.au
Three SJ Shire Councillors have resigned - representatives have been lost from
SJ Landcare Committees.

Kristy Gregory - Landcare SJ
 Cotton bush mail out to 1500 landholders – lots of responses, including
requests to receive their newsletter.
 Application to Community Landcare Grants - $50,000 for fox/rabbit baiting
seasons, camera and vermin traps, fencing and nest boxes. Funds to cover SJ,
Murray, Waroona and Harvey.
 Healthy Habitats Program ran for two years in partnership with the SJ Shire
(part of implementation of their Biodiversity Strategy). Recent State NRM
audit of this project gave very positive feedback and they have been
encouraged to apply again. Bodhinyana Buddhist Monastery is our most recent
member to this program.
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13.5

Colleen Archibald – NRM Support Officer
 The Peel Ramsar Lakes project is winding up at the end of May/June.
 An extra 1.3kms of fencing was needed to meet outcomes. A contractor has been
organised to do the fencing.
 A couple of weeks ago did some photo monitoring. This site has good survival rates.
Overall it is looking really good.
 At the Weir a lot of regeneration is happening. Kangaroos are eating seedlings. There
is natural regeneration at the weir.

13.4

Paddy Strano – Stormwater Strategy Officer
 Local Government Stormwater Strategy
o Project Stakeholder Group meeting
o Meet with City of Mandurah regarding the LGSS
o Delivered the gap analysis report to the Shire of Waroona.
 Reviewing and developing the Safety Manual and Safety Policy. ‘In Safe Hands’
training session
 Continuing the development of the Sampling and Analysis Plan for the Shire of
Murray as a fee for service. Visiting sites.
 Caring for our Country application.

Pat Sutton left meeting at this point and Jane recorded the rest of the meeting
13.5

Rob Summers – DAFWA
The whole farm nutrient mapping WFNM project:
 soil analysis has been slow from CSBP due to unprecedented demand
 final maps have been sent out
 no more sampling this year
 tenders have been received for the soil sampling and currently under evaluation.
Swan River Trust soil amendment trials and demonstrations at Ellen Brook:
 final report of the project near completion
 Stage 2 is a demonstration of 50 ha of Lime amended bioclay from Water Corp
 2500 t is being produced
 final approval for unrestricted use from Health and DEC
 Water Corp are working on a QA/QC system for production of the 2500 t
 Extension of the project for another 2 years
 Field work has started for this winter
 Chem Centre has been trained in the field sampling
 Field site has been fertilised and re-seeded
 More test plots have been added.
Southern Gateway Alliance wetland filter on Forest Highway:
 final report nearing completion
 decommissioning the site
 filter wall too slow at filtering the volume of water (not permeable)
 no issues with water quality from Alkaloam
 nutrients removed
 wetland itself was effective at removing nutrients (over 4 years still working)
 stream beds could be effective nutrient removal sites.
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12.

Next Meeting
The next meeting of the PHCC is scheduled to be held at 9.00am on Thursday 20 June 2013 at the
Marine Operations Centre.
The meeting closed at 2:00pm

Chairman

………………………..

Date

………………………..
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Summary of actions from previous meetings:
No.

Details

Resp.

Complete

1. Chairman’s
1
Report [Item 7, 16 August 2012]. There was a need to Jane
focus on successes, such as frogs returning to Lake Mealup. Progress O’Malley
towards getting a link of frog sounds onto website. Jane has found
software and will continue to explore (18/10/12).

In progress

2. Chair’s
4
Report [Item 7, 20 September 2012] Oil Mallee.
Maxine
.
Maxine
to forward information on Oil Mallee initiative to Jan for Whitely
distribution. Further liaison required with SWCC about future of oil
mallees already planted and their role in the CFI.Maxine to follow up.
18 April 2013 - There is a role for DAFWA but their funding has been
cut.
3. Agency
2
and Officer Reports [Item 11.1, 20 December 2012]. Find out Bob Pond
.
details
of the DoW groundwater assessment program being delivered by
Carey Johnston and see if it is relevant for a future presentation.
18 April 2013 - Bob to arrange a presentation on the DoW groundwater
assessment program.

Bob to
advise

4. Agency and Officer Reports [Item 11.3, 20 December 2012]. DEC to Craig Olejnik
provide presentation in 2013 on results of fauna surveys, showing
species such as Honey Possums.
[18 April 2013] DEC to provide presentation at the meeting scheduled
for Thursday 20 June

Pending

Summary of actions from meeting of 18 April 2013:
No.

Details

Resp.

Complete

1. Items
1
for Comment - Correspondence In [Item 6.1, 18 April 2013]. Jane O’Malley
Submission - Strategic Assessment of Perth and Peel Region
Jane to write to the City of Mandurah, congratulating them on their
proactive approach in preparing the submission on the Strategic
Assessment of the Perth and Peel Region and advise it was well received
by the PHCC.
2. Periodicals [Item 6.3 referring to item 3.9]

Jane O’Malley

Jane to look at submitting nominations in relevant categories of the 2013
Banksia Awards (closing 26 July).
3. Chairman’s
4
Report [Item 7, 18 April 2013]
. to upload the PHCC submissions on the Strategic Assessment of the
Pat
Perth and Peel Region on website.

Pat Sutton

4. Executive Officer’s Report [Item 8.1, 18 April 2013]
Write to Don Randall asking for his support for PHCC applications for
funding under the CfoC & Clean Energy Fund (Biodiversity) funding.

Jane O’Malley

5. Agency
2
Reports [Item 13.2, 18 April 2013
Craig Olejnik
.
Craig
to forward the link to the website for more information on Myrtle
Rust.
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